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Duty's of the crime scene responder
Rick Breazeale
Investigators Connect Network, USA

Checking for a safe scene, to avoid injury to yourself or other responder and public, how to read the documents and were to 
find them on truck train or air or building, How to tell if a chemical on board or hazardous or they airborne, if so how far, 

if not is it dangerous to skin or lungs. Know when the haz-mat people must be called. Collection of evidence as well as evidence 
containing D.N.A. Evidence Chain of custody, tagging bagging, D.N.A evidence for preservation, maintaining a legal crime scene. 
New types of printing dust finding preserving. Blood evidence, first things first on a scene and how best to collect the same. 
Mention of C.P.R and its importance to forensic scientist. Shooting a crime scene and sketching the same. The interview good 
reporting, mention of the best way to use our down time.
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Biography
Rick Breazeale is the owner of investigators connect network at Investigators Connect network@world book. He is tenacious, resolve cases quickly, 
courteous and has an eye for details. His valued incite and overall career has been of the highest standard, always willing to share and provide 
others with his talents. He has an impressive background and brings that full forward in the security industry by bringing his integrity and knowledge 
into the private sector. He is highly experienced working with security and defence at United States Department of Defence. His goal is to educate 
more of the general public who witness a crime and to protect themselves with knowledge on the basic criminal mind, as well as to educate public 
of how to protect the crime scene. If more people could do these convictions it will increase the investigators frame work so that it would not be a 
spoiled crime scene leading to a cold case. This will include complete investigation, a good witness statement, and look at a Crime- in-Progress 911.


